
Retail Analytics and Merchandise Planning (RAMP)

Clear direction for retail business

RAMP

By quickly and easily delivering required information to managers
and buyers, RAMP helps retailers enhance decision making, 
ultimately leading to higher gross profits.

When it comes to merchandise planning many
retailers are restricted by a lack of timely and 
accurate information on their sales, stock turn and
customer demand. The RAMP system is designed 
to give retailers insight into their performance and
resolve their biggest dilemma—minimizing inventory
stock while maximizing inventory availability.

Retail Analytics

Retail Analytics provides a powerful, easy-to-use reporting and analysis
solution for Microsoft Dynamics RMS. It provides flexible sales, inventory,
and purchasing analysis allowing retailers to easily measure things such as
sales, purchasing, inventory movements, and sell through rates by store,
department, category, item matrix, time of day, etc. Retail Analytics can be
used alone to improve the information you have to make decisions or it
can be extended with Merchandise Planning to help automate purchasing
and store transfers.

Merchandise Planning

Merchandise Planning uses the transactional data contained in Microsoft
Dynamics RMS along with other configurable options such as forecast sales
and seasonality to suggest transfers between stores as well as purchase
orders from vendors. Once buyers have reviewed, edited, and approved
the suggestions; transfers and purchase orders are automatically created in
Microsoft Dynamics RMS. Purchasing budgets can optionally be used to
provide Open To Buy controls to enforce pre-set spending limits.
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“The reporting features in Retail Analytics (RA)

are easy to use due to my familiarity with MS

Excel. Merchandise Planning (MP) gives 

us the flexibility we need to control our 

inventory which has helped us increase our

bottom line. With that being said, RAMP has

paid for itself by saving us time on reports 

and helping keep the right items in stock and

increasing our overall stock turn.”

John Brooks

Chief Operating Officer

Capitol Nutrition
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Comprehensive reporting capabilities 
n shortened reporting cycles help increase speed and quality of decision 

making.   
n interactive ad hoc queries allow managers to react faster to change and 

fine tune their decisions.  
n automated reporting reduces manual effort required to generate company 

performance indicators.

Integrated reporting across multiple sources and Stores 
n key performance indicators provide additional insight into company 

performance. 
n extending RA to see other data, such as from an ERP system, provides a 

unified view of the business.     
n greater visibility on company performance leading to better forecasting 

and budgeting.

Reliable Inventory Management 
n minimize excess inventory stock and maximize inventory availability. 
n save cash by transferring inventory from slow moving stores to faster 

moving stores.

Open to Buy Module 
n improved control of buyer’s spending and inventory carried, minimal effort 

required to gather information from buyers.  
n improved visibility reduces effort in planning inventory requirements.
n allows for greater control over inventory.

System Generated suggested store transfers and purchase orders
n system’s flexibility allows buyers /merchandise planners to modify, delete 

or add to automatically generated purchase orders and store transfers.
System Requirements

Microsoft Dynamics Retail Management 

System 1.3 or 2.0

SQL Server 2000 or 2005 

Microsoft Excel 2003 or 2007
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